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Redefine your workplace
to create sustainable value
For banks, the workplace has
traditionally been seen as a cost
center. A place to maximize
transactional efficiency and reduce
cost. Employee experience is rarely
baked into workplace initiatives
yet the workplace is where banks
can differentiate. It is a source of
sustainable value that most banks
have yet to fully leverage.

However, it is not that simple. The challenge is to
transform the workplace so employees are motivated
and empowered to give customers the best possible
service. This means providing them with modern
technology, an improved physical environment and
streamlined operations. A modernized employee value
proposition is also required as banks face a war on talent
impacting call centre, branch and digital operations.
Recent Accenture research found that:
•	Only 26% of banking board executives think their
workforce is ready to work with intelligent technologies
• 5
 4% say the growing skills gap is the leading factor
influencing their workforce strategy
• O
 nly 3% plan to significantly increase investment in
reskilling programs over the next three years.1
Addressing these challenges sustainably requires IT,
HR, Operations and the retail banking business to
work together. It’s time to redefine the retail banking
workplace.

1 “Future Workforce Survey - Banking”, Accenture, 2018
2 “Building business value with employee experience,” Kristine Dery and Ina M. Sebastian, MIT Sloan Center of Information Systems Research (CISR), Research Briefing, Volume XVII, Number 6, June 2017
Imagery used on pages 1 and 5 © Allen International 2019

Workplace
Experience drives
business success
Recent research from the MIT Sloan Center for
Information Systems Research (CISR) shows that
companies with the best employee experiences
see dramatic business benefits. The top quartile
performers in employee experience saw these gains2:
Double the customer satisfaction
(industry adjusted Net Promoter
Score, NPS)
Twice the innovation in terms
of percentage of revenues from
new products and services
25% greater profitability
compared to competitors
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Introducing WX:
Workplace
Experience
What is WX?
Workplace Experience (WX) is a
new approach to driving sustainable
value. It combines technology,
operations, culture and employee
experience in a holistic approach
to improve responsiveness,
creativity, talent retention, cost
efficiency and growth.

Transform retail banking
with WX

To drive value using Workplace Experience retail banks
must focus on three areas:
Reimagining culture and employee experience:
Employee experience should be re-engineered so
that it has parity or is better than the customer
experience. This combined with cultural change and
workforce modernization will help to attract and retain
top talent increasing productivity and positive impact
on customer experience.

Modernizing platforms and work spaces:
Secure modern workplace platforms and capabilities
integrated with ‘intelligent’ physical work spaces are
essential to improve responsiveness, experience and the
ability to scale economically.
Optimized operations:
Assess where automation and operations modernization
makes sense to improve customer experience whilst
lowering the cost to serve. AI and analytics should
generate deeper customer insight and improve
the ability to cross and up-sell through intelligent
conversations and an integrated customer view.
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HR, IT, Operations and Retail Banking leaders must work together
to blend the three focus areas into an integrated program.
But there will be challenges.

CIO/CTO: The bulk of IT leaders’ budgets are spent on the
maintenance of legacy systems, with little left for innovation.
Upgrades are typically driven by ‘end of life’ dynamics or
regulatory drivers. Banks do not use the full functionality
of the technology they possess. ‘Lift and shift’ to a cloud
platform often retains the problems that existed prior to
the move. Projects are seen as business-as-usual rather
than opportunities for transformation. In all this, employee
experience is often forgotten or neglected. The only staff
that appear to get special attention are those with mainframe
legacy expertise.
CHRO: The focus is often on reducing office space, cutting
investment in new skills or increasing transactional efficiency,
not providing a stimulating workplace environment. At home
employees can use their own technology to get things done
quickly and easily; at work, productivity is limited by complex
processes, clunky equipment and siloed applications.
Attracting and retaining bank staff is becoming increasingly
difficult given the options around large technology firms and
challenger banks. These factors combine to impact directly –
and negatively – on customer engagement.
COO/Retail Banking CEO: Retail banking leaders are
constantly targeted on reducing their cost base (while
improving the customer experience and without falling foul
of regulation or security, of course). Banks can see the value
of automation, for example, when applied to regulatory
processes such as KYC and AML. But the challenge is to
know where to use automation across the bank to maximum
effect and how to apply new tools, such as AI and analytics,
to identify next best actions in customer conversations or
reduce customer churn. This would significantly improve the
customer experience and improve cross- and up-selling. But
this requires serious investment in employee skills and, as we
have seen, this is not a topic currently on many board agendas.
So how does WX help my bank?
4
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We can help
transform your WX.
Avanade can help you
redefine the workplace as a
creator of sustainable value.
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Modernizing platforms
and work spaces
IT and retail banking leaders
need to source, integrate and
safely deploy cost-efficient, highly
responsive and secure evergreen
workplace platforms and services
to reduce risk and help their people
work in new ways.
Ideally, modernization and integration with new
technology capabilities is also undertaken too. We have
been responsible for deploying more Office 365 seats
than any other Microsoft partner, undertaken some of
the largest Windows 10 migrations in the world (over
330,000 seats) and have specialist workplace tools and
IP that allow us to migrate over 40,000 devices in one
month. Microsoft is trusted by 80% of the world’s largest
banks and 85% of global systemically important Financial
Institutions and we’ve won Microsoft Partner of the year
for 11 years running.

But any new technology implementation needs to be
part of a wider change programme. When Raiffeisen
Bank International (RBI), a Central European bank,
decided to lay strong new technological foundations
for building the workplace experience of the future, the
plan was to use the introduction of Microsoft Office 365
as the foundation for further digitization at the bank,
as well as innovative, collaborative ways of working.
Introducing new workplace platforms not only helps to
increase employee flexibility and responsiveness but
the real value is in the way this creates and reinforces
different behaviors and leads to sustainable change.

Change management
is key to RBI’s WX
program
At Raiffeisen Bank International (RBI) we helped
migrate employees to Microsoft Office 365 as part
of a ‘A New World of Work’ program. Through
close collaboration between Avanade and the
bank’s change, HR and communications teams, the
migration was a success. One key factor was the strong
advocates on the board, who got the issue onto the
agenda and raised it in front of employees.
“Working together in an agile way and creating flat
hierarchies requires a different culture and new policies.
So, our focus was not only the new technology, but
also change management... [Avanade has] a lot of
experience in the field of change management and the
requisite practical knowledge for the implementation,”
commented Wolfgang Hausner, senior project
manager at RBI.
Learn more
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Reimagining banking culture
and employee experience
Providing improved collaboration
tools and a better working
environment – whether this is a
new office layout or a completely
rebranded branch design –
must be linked to a change in the
bank culture.
Otherwise, all the investment in a new physical layout,
improved technology and training in new skills will not
lead to changes in behaviour and any productivity
benefits will be seriously reduced. The command-andcontrol culture of middle management needs to be
replaced by coaching people, especially frontline staff,
to do the thinking themselves. Maarten van Beek,
ING Netherlands HR director, puts it simply:
“We want to give our employees the same experience
we provide to our customers.”3

Using modern collaboration tools and employee
value propositions leads to faster innovation, improved
productivity and boosts employee satisfaction.
It also breaks down silos within the bank and drives
cross-functional activity. All these elements combine
to develop a new way of working and a different
banking culture.
Retail bank leaders need to acknowledge that their
people need new skills, their best people are being
poached and that the best talent in the market simply
may not want to work for them. This war on talent will
have a major impact on branches and call centres,
especially as the skills shortage increases. Admittedly,
not every teller can become a data scientist, but there
is scope for retraining existing staff rather than only
acquiring new (expensive) talent from the market.

State Bank of India
creates new digital
banking experience
State Bank of India wanted a new retail banking
environment to engage a younger and growing share
of India’s population. To meet this goal, the client
looked to reposition its branches as the foundation of
a new digital experience. It wanted to increase the use
of digital services in the branches to create a customerfriendly banking environment for the digital age.
With Accenture, we designed and built seven 100%
digital branches in nine months using almost entirely
Microsoft technology. The branches are equipped
with leading-edge digital devices including interactive
wall/table displays and multifunction kiosks supporting
instant account opening. The digital experience
delighted millennials, helping strengthen relationships
with this growing segment.

3 “‘A unique employee experience”, PWC Netherlands, July 2017
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Optimizing operations
Optimized workplace operations
can create significant new sources
of agility, especially around
customer experience. By using an
employee centric and continuous
service improvement approach,
a leading Brazilian bank in the
car loan sector, significantly
improved operational efficiency
and customer experience.
Banks can create next-best-action scenarios for
customer conversations to increase cross and up-selling
opportunities and highlight insights for more contextual
selling. For one financial services client we reduced high
value customer churn in one product area by 50%.

We increased up-sell success rate on cross-product
promotions, which led to a reduction in campaign
costs. For a European bank we designed and deployed
new CRM processes and technologies which delivered
critical functional improvements including redesigned
mortgage process workflows, better call center
integration and a single view of customer information
and sales process details.
The potential to reduce cost, improve productivity,
efficiency and time-to-market is significant.
We have used advanced analytics to understand why
high-value customers were moving to competitors.
For a Spanish bank we used intelligent automation to
digitize the mortgage process, leading to productivity
gains of 75%. For a global financial services firm we
used predictive models to get insights into customer
product usage. The solution, delivered as-a-service,
is estimated by the client to have delivered incremental
EBITDA between £5–9 million each year from retention
and cross-selling strategies.

Operational agility
improves revenue and
customer satisfaction
for Brazilian bank
Working with Accenture, we improved both agility and
customer experience in the bank’s car loans division
(the bank was the market leader). Loan approval was
paper-based, labor-intensive and required bringing
multiple documents to a local branch, which meant
a much longer process. With a new Microsoft Azure
cloud platform, the process has been completely
digitized and customers can now use their computer
or mobile to upload documents and link credit scores
for assessment and approval. The new digital platform
allowed the bank to implement automated, risk-based
pricing, resulting in a 25% savings for underwriting
and processing. Revenue increased by 40%, customer
satisfaction by 35% and $400 million of new loans
were generated.
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How can WX help my bank?
If you think this is just another
initiative that needs to fight its
way onto the CEO’s radar, you’re
mistaken.
Getting WX right is critical because it’s the cornerstone
that will enable your other agenda items – such as a
distinctive customer experience or increased productivity
– to be realized. In a workplace survey one respondent
commented: “Customer experience, analytics,
commercial capabilities – there are so many priorities.
But the modern workplace should be seen as an enabler
to all of these priorities.”4

4 The Workplace Evolution, Harvard Business Review Analytic Services, May 2018.
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Areas of focus:

1.

Modernize platforms and physical work spaces:
Are you constrained by legacy technologies,
tools and outdated work spaces? Do you have
too much investment tied up in maintaining
systems, which could be freed up for new
opportunities? Do you need to scale quickly
in a demanding environment? Is regulation
constraining you?
Invest in modern, cloud-based platforms and
services plus new work spaces to free up funding
for more value-adding activities and respond
quickly to new demands.

2.

Reimagine banking culture and employee
experience: Is it hard to acquire – and retain
– the best talent in the market? Is your culture
characterized by hierarchy and siloed behavior?
Are your people constrained in their ability to be
creative when engaging with customers?
Give EX parity with CX and modernize the
Employee Value Proposition to attract, develop
and retain top talent, release creativity and
deliver productivity benefits in a future-facing
cultural environment.

3.

Optimize operations: Do you wish you could
be more responsive to changes in customer
needs? Are you lacking insight into current and
future customer requirements? Where could
you apply automation or cloud to become more
responsive and flexible?
Use automation, AI, analytics and continuous
service improvement to deepen customer
insights, proactively deliver the next best
customer conversation and improve customer
experience leading to increased business value.

Avanade is developing a unique
way to better understand how
your capabilities compare to retail
banking industry leaders and how
your investments in customer
experience and employee
experience can lead to strategic
business outcome improvements.
Contact us for more information.
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We can help transform your WX
Avanade can help you redefine the workplace as a creator of sustainable
value. We transform culture, technology, experiences and operations
to increase cost efficiency, productivity and growth. Our end-to-end
approach combines strategy, implementation and managed services,
augmented by industry expertise, specialist tools and IP.
Visit www.avanade.com/WX to find out more.

North America
Seattle
Phone +1 206 239 5600
America@avanade.com

South America
Sao Paulo
AvanadeBrasil@avanade.com

Asia-Paciﬁc
Australia
Phone +61 2 9005 5900
AsiaPac@avanade.com

Europe
London
Phone +44 0 20 7025 1000
Europe@avanade.com

Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud-enabling services, business solutions and design-led experiences, delivered through the power of people
and the Microsoft ecosystem. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation and has 30,000 professionals
in 24 countries. Visit us at www.avanade.com.
© 2019 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.
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